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Xbox series x gamestop

The Xbox Series X and Xbox Series S are finally here, and in general they are exactly what Microsoft promised. The X Series is an expensive powerhouse that delivers top performance in a black box-shaped case. The S series, on the other hand, is limited in scope – although its compact size and lower price are clear points in their favour. In any case, you
have two options when you're on the market for a new Xbox console. (Don't bother with an Xbox One S or Xbox One X at this point; both the X and S series are fully backwards compatible, and the price break isn't worth it to be saturated with decreasing technology.) To save you the excitement, the Xbox Series X is the better console of the two, with better
specifications, better performance and better prospects for the future. The question, however, is not: which console is better?; it's which console is better for you? While the Xbox Series X is the way to spend money and show a 4K HDR TV, the S series isn't without its charms. Read on to find out how the two systems stack up and how to find a place for one
or both in your home. (Photo credit: Tom's Guide) Xbox Series X vs. Xbox Series S: Price The price of the Xbox Series S is one of the few categories in which it definitely surpasses the Xbox Series X. Simply put, the Xbox Series S costs 300 dollars, while the X series costs 500 dollars. (Prices vary from country to country, but the gap is similar.) You can make
many arguments about how the Xbox Series X does more to earn its price, or how price and value aren't the same, or how the Xbox Series S may not be as useful in the long run. But at the moment, the S 200 series is 200 dollars cheaper than the flagship Xbox, and that could make a big difference depending on your budget and your current entertainment
setup. (Photo credit: Tom's Guide) While the Xbox Series S has a significant price advantage, the Xbox Series X has a clear hardware advantage. While the two systems have the same CPU, they have different memory and RAM capacities. There is also a significant difference in the GPUs of the two consoles. For a complete breakdown of Xbox Series X
specifications versus Xbox Series S, see the following table: Xbox Series XXbox Series SPrice 500 8-core, 3.8 GHzCustom Zen 2, 8-core, 3.8 GHzGPUAMD RDNA 2, 12 teraflops, 1.8 GHzAMD RDNA 2, 4 teraflops, 1.6 GHzRAM16 GB10 GBStorage1 TB512 GBDisplay (Targeted)4K, 60 fps1440p, 60 fpsDisplay (Max)8K , 120s1440fppp , 120 fps In our tests,
the Xbox Series X performed better overall than the Xbox Series S – which is not surprising given the hardware of the Series X. While the Xbox Series S 4K upscaling and HDR features, it's not quite the same as a native 4K display. The Xbox Series X supports ray tracing in a variety of games, while series S has much more limited ray tracing support. The
Series X also has much better traction distance in optimized games. From a qualitative point of view, the Xbox Xbox S looks good and plays well, even on 4K displays. If you have a 1080p TV or 1440p monitor – and plan to use it for a few more years – the S series is a simple sale. But if you have a high-end TV, save your cents for series X. It's worth the
upgrade price. The Xbox Series X also has a 4K Blu-ray player built in; The Xbox Series S is a digital-only console. This means that the Xbox Series X (picture credit: Marshall Honorof/Future)Xbox Series X vs. Xbox Series S: Design While the Xbox Series X is a pretty console, it's undeniable that it's pretty big: 11.9 x 5.9 x 5.9 inches and 9.8 pounds. It is not
guaranteed to fit into your entertainment center at all, especially if you want it in a horizontal configuration. This is where the Xbox Series S shines positively. The small white console (with the tasteful black vents on the top) is only 10.8 x 5.9 x 2.6 inches, and 4.3 pounds. It's one of the smallest, lightest consoles in years, and it fits perfectly into an
entertainment center – or just next to a TV on a chest of drawers. The Xbox Series S is easy to fit into any setup and easy to move. That's why the Xbox Series S is a fantastic secondary console for a bedroom, a children's room, a guest room – the idea is there. This is especially true because most Xbox Series X/S games are also available on your PC and
your stored data can be transferred, especially if you're using the Xbox Game Pass Ultimate (USD 15 per month). On the other hand, we also recognize that it is a luxury to have a single console for the living room; an additional could push it. (Photo credit: Marshall Honorof/Future) Xbox Series X vs. Xbox Series S: What's the same? The interesting thing
about the Xbox Series X and Xbox Series S is that they have much more similarities than differences. Your game library, interface, controller, backward compatibility, app selection and CPU are all the same. You can still play 30 optimized Xbox Series X/S games, including Gears 5, Yakuza: Like a Dragon and Forza Horizon 4 with smoother graphics and
faster loading times on both systems. Both Xbox Series X and Series S also support Quick Resume, which allows you to pause multiple games and jump back in within seconds. In other words, think of the Xbox Series X and Xbox Series S as two different configurations of the same gaming PC. You're more powerful and have a few extra bells and whistles,
but they can run the same software – at least for now. (Picture credit: Future) Xbox Series X vs. Xbox Series S: Verdict There is no denying that the Xbox Series X is the more powerful of the two systems, and the better if you can afford it. However, there are some circumstances in which an Xbox Series S could still buy a smart one. The case of the
secondary console described above has a certain weight. If you have a 1080p TV and no To upgrade in the foreseeable future, the S series is gone – and if you get a 4K TV, it will still be a good stopgap system thanks to upscaling. Otherwise, you'll get the Xbox Series X, even if you need to raise your purchase and save for it. With more powerful hardware
and better physical media capabilities, it's more future-proof and versatile than the S series. Yes, 200 dollars can buy a lot of games, but you can only delay a more expensive purchase a few years later. The best Microsoft Xbox Series X dealsToday's best Microsoft Xbox Series S deals The Xbox Series X isn't a major purchase —at least not for now. But
that's not to say it's not a fantastic piece of hardware, with a lot of potential. The next-generation Xbox is super-fast, surprisingly quiet, offering the performance we've only seen from high-end gaming PCs, ensuring games—both old and new—look and work better than ever before. Gaming PCs, though, never come to this price tag for the same specifications,
and the Xbox Series X manages to pack a lot of power for under 500 dollars / 450 dollars / 750 dollars. The result is a console that is not only technically impressive, with drastically reduced loading times and significantly improved visual fidelity in games, but a console that uses numerous quality of life features to make your gameplay experience more
enjoyable. But while the Xbox Series X's raw hardware performance is hard to deny – and its new time-saving features are certainly welcome – it lacks it in some critical areas. The launch-up is disappointing, it lacks any must-have exclusive or brand new titles you want to expire and buy the new Xbox on the first day. To get the most out of the Xbox Series X
at launch, we recommend that you purchase an Xbox Game Pass subscription that allows you to access hundreds of games for a monthly fee – we found that it helps to mitigate the blow of this bad launch lineup, although this will result in you playing older titles on your new console instead of brand new games, even if some games are optimized. The lack of
Halo Infinite or other major Xbox exclusive exclusives is very noticeable as soon as the novelty of hardware improvements wears off. In addition, we would have liked to see more of a revamp of the dashboard and user interface to really drive home the fact that this is a whole new generation of consoles. So Microsoft's flagship console is as powerful as you'd
expect, but we'd stop buying a console at launch unless you're already heavily invested in the Xbox ecosystem or just want the best which is currently possible. For everyone else, it may be worth waiting for the next-gen game library to become more substantial. (Picture credit: Future) Xbox Series X Release Date: Now Released (released November 10,
2020)Xbox Series X Price: 499 USD / 449 USD / 749 USDThe Xbox Series X was launched worldwide on November 10, 2020, giving Microsoft a two-day lead over Sony's PS5, which was released on November 12 (in selected countries, November 19). Was. the rest of the world). Stocks are hard to reach, but select retailers have provided Xbox Series X
shares, but the offer was snapped up almost immediately. The Xbox Series X costs 499 USD / 449 USD / 749 USD. A less specific, digital-only version of the console, the Xbox Series S, also launched on November 10th, at a price of 299.99 USD / 249.99 USD / 499 €. Today the best Microsoft Xbox Series X dealsWhile this isn't exactly pocket money, it's a
pretty decent price for the new Xbox – it's the same price as the Xbox One was at launch, and is the RRP of the (now discontinued) Xbox One X, both of which are nowhere near as powerful as the Xbox X. And considering that the Series X has similar specifications to a gaming PC, the 500-dollar mark is pretty good – you'll be hard pressed to find a gaming
PC at that price tag. However, as mentioned earlier, we recommend that you get the most out of your Xbox Series X at launch, an Xbox Game Pass Ultimate subscription that costs USD 15 /10.99 USD / USD 15.95 per month (annual subscriptions are also available, which is a little off the cost of a year). While this is an added effort, it gives you additional
access to hundreds of Xbox Game Pass games (which will soon include Bethesda and EA titles), Xbox Live Gold, cloud gaming, and monthly free games that should save you money in the long run compared to buying games separately. If you're not excited about the bells and whistles of Game Pass Ultimate, it may be worth purchasing a regular Game
Pass subscription instead, which costs USD 9.99 / USD 7.99 / USD 10.95, but only grants access to the service on the console (instead of PC and console) and releases cloud gaming on mobile devices. It's important to note that the Xbox Series X is also available on Microsoft's Xbox All Access subscription service in select regions, including the United
States, The United Kingdom, and Australia. Xbox All Access bundles the console with Xbox Game Pass Ultimate on a 24-month plan (which gives you access to the latter for the duration) at a price of USD 34.99 /28.99 USD/46 USD per month, at no upfront cost – which feels like a very good deal. But the Xbox Series X isn't the only next-generation console
available, and it's also worth looking at the PS5 and PS5 Digital, which are available at similar prices – even though the PS5 Digital costs 100 dollars less. However, we will not deal too much with them here. Xbox Series X design (Image credit: Future)modern, designExtremely quietEmits same amount of heat as Xbox One XMinimal UI and dashboard
updatesThe design of the Xbox Series X is a big departure from its predecessors – the upright tower design is more reminiscent of a desktop gaming PC, the console can also be positioned horizontally. With a weight of 15.1 x 15 x 30.1 cm and a weight of 4.45 kg, the square-shaped console is matt black everywhere, except for a green hue in the indented
cooling slots on the top – it is a clever optical illusion that enhances the console's design. The design of the the console is pretty simple, with the signature Xbox Power button at the top left, a drive (and eject button) on the lower left side, and a pairing button and USB 3.2 port on the lower right side (the pairing button also acts as an IR receiver). The back of
the console has some cooling openings as well as an HDMI 2.1 output, two USB 3.2 ports, a network port, a memory expansion slot and a power input port. An interesting accessibility feature on the back of the console is that all ports have tactile indicators (small, raised points) that indicate which port you are touching. For example, the USB 3.2 ports have
three elevated ports, while the power input port has only one port. The aim is to support all-round cabling and make the console more accessible to the visually impaired. (Photo credit: TechRadar) The sides of the console (if it's upright) are empty, except for a discrete Xbox logo in the corner of the left and four rubber pads on the right that allow the console to
sit horizontally. On the bottom of the console is a slightly raised disc-shaped stand, along with a few other vents – as mentioned earlier, the top of the console is designed to help with ventilation, as the Xbox Series X absorbs any heat generated. The console itself looks minimalistic, slim... monolithic even. Despite its weight and relatively large size, it looks
much smaller than its measurements suggest. We found it slotted into an Ikea Kallax shelf (39cm x 39cm) with ease when it is either horizontally or vertically aligned and blends comfortably with its surroundings. The design of the Xbox Series X is something you'll love or hate – we thought it was a welcome change from the low-profile Xbox consoles of the
past. It's slim, modern and looks like something an adult actually wants to own, and it's a nice development from the flat but compact One S and One X models. However, the matte black design means that the console can be easily scratched and scratched, even though it doesn't get dirty. Quiet as a whisper – but rather toasty (picture credit: TechRadar)A
big advantage of the Xbox Series X is how unexpectedly quiet it is. We've almost gotten used to consoles turning up as if they're starting running games that they've really put through their paces. but the Xbox Series X is the quietest Xbox we've had the pleasure of playing on, even if we need more next-gen-specific games to really call this. When you're on
the home screen, the console eats about 30 dB of sound—that's about the audio level of a whisper—and that changes very little when you and play games. When playing Sea of Thieves, No Man's Sky and PlayerUnknown's Battlegrounds, we found that the decibels never exceeded 33dB. Even then, this is not too loud, and it hardly registers with the sound of
the to play a game. This was also the case when we played the next-generation titles that we have sampled so far. It's welcome news for those who don't want their gameplay interrupted by the swirling of a struggling machine – but with that calm still comes a bit of heat. The Xbox Series X is on a par with the Xbox One X when it comes to heat emission, with
heat distributed through the cooling openings at the top, for which we recommend leaving plenty of space. The console itself also becomes toasty, but we haven't found that this will affect performance when performing more intense next-gen titles. UI and Dashboard (Image Credit: Microsoft)While the external design of the Xbox Series X is a significant
departure from its predecessors, the console's user interface and dashboard have undergone more subtle changes. The Xbox Series X dashboard is pretty much the same as the Xbox One. The main reason is that Microsoft introduced a meaty update to the Xbox One back in August to optimize its user interface and converge with the Xbox Series X. This
means that the Series X user interface still has a tiled layout with customizable pins, so you can choose which games and apps you want to see on your home screen first, and provides easy access to games, apps, party chat and other features from the Xbox button on your controller. It is a fairly optimized interface and allows many customization options
and easy navigation. Customization appears to be at the heart of the Series X user interface. In addition to being able to move around in your pinned games and apps, Microsoft lets players express a little more by including new profile topics that act as a background for your profile page. Players can now finally use dynamic backgrounds, which offers a more
personalized home screen option for those bored by the static offering of Xbox One. The Xbox Series X dashboard is also faster to navigate than before, but we found that there were some pop-in issues when content was pulled in from the Internet. We also found ourselves a little underwhelmed by the user interface and dashboard as it lacks any real next-
gen flair. We would have liked a revamp that really sets the Xbox Series X apart from its predecessor and makes it look like something completely new, with easier ways to navigate to media, except that you need to add your streaming apps to a pin group. Xbox Series X Performance (Picture Credit: Future)Significantly faster loading times and more
stabilityEasily expandable memory4K/60fps Gameplay (up to 120fps support)Auto HDRThe Xbox Series X an absolute powerhouse, swings of an eight-core 3.8 GHz AMD Zen 2 processor, a custom RDNA 2 AMD GPU that turns off 12 TFLOPs computing power, 16 GB of GDDR6 memory, and a 1TB Custom NVMe SSD. This is what xbox Series X
specifications look like on paper: CPU: 8x Cores at 3.8 GHz (3.6 GHz with SMT) Custom Zen 2 CPU GPU: 12 TFLOPS, 52 CUs at 1,825 GHz Custom RDNA 2 GPU Size: 360.45 mm2 Process: 7nm 7nm Memory: 16GB GDDR6 with 320b bus memory bandwidth: 10GB at 560GB/s, 6GB at 336GB/s Internal storage: 1TB Custom NVME SSD I/O throughput:
2.4GB/s (raw), 4.8GB/sExpandable Storage: 1TB expansion card (corresponds to internal storage accurately) External storage: USB 3.2 External HDD Support Optical Drive: 4K UHD Blu-ray Drive Performance Target: 4K at 60fps, Up to 120fpsSo what does this mean for real performance? Shorter loading times (image credit: Sega)Well, for the start, the
Series X is super fast thanks to its NVMe SSD. We've seen the Xbox Series X shave off the loading times in games by tens of seconds compared to the way they run on xbox One S. The Xbox Series X has been charging faster and faster–by a few seconds in some cases, and nearly halved in time in others. To give you an idea of how much faster these
loading times are, we spent a time loading into a game by clicking the Next button on the menu screen for the same games on Xbox One S and Xbox Series X. While some titles benefit more than others from faster charging speeds, saving even a few seconds is welcome. While games like Ori and the Blind Forest load pretty quickly anyway, so the difference
is less noticeable, it's with titles like Sea of Thieves, where the power of the SSD really shines – we saw the loading time for Sea of Thieves reduced from 100 seconds to just 35. Yakuza showed the speed advantage: like the fast ride of a dragon, which comes in the form of a taxi ride. It took about 4.7 seconds to travel quickly to another district, from the
moment we accepted the ride, a big improvement on our experience on Xbox One. 4K at 60fps (up to 120fps)(Image Credit: Wired Productions)The Xbox Series X RDNA 2 GPU allows the console to target 4K at 60fps, but it also means that there is support for up to 120fps. When we reach 4K at 120fps to make sure we can experience the Series X
gameplay as intended, we've connected the console to a 55-inch Samsung Q80T QLED 4K HDR Smart TV. We've made sure that the TV's game mode is enabled and configured the Xbox TV settings to enable 4K UHD and 120 fps, which is only available on an HDMI 2.1 compatible display like samsung here and is recommended to provide the best
possible visual experience. If you're not annoyed with your frame rates, we'd say it's not necessarily necessary to get an HDMI 2.1 compatible display. The native 4K of the Xbox Series X at 60 fps means you get the best of both worlds, minimal frame rate drops (which leads to a smoother experience) and quite graphic. However, it's worth noting that you
need a 4K-enabled TV for 4K resolutions. While 120fps feel buttery-smooth in games like The Falconeer, these games result in a sacrifice resolution. So the Falconeer can be played .B in 4K at 60fps, but if you choose the 120fps option, choose fewer frame drops and better response times, but at the expense of sharpness when the resolution drops to
1080p. It's about compromise, and whether you're in many cases prefer smoother performance or better graphics. That said, the kind of Gears 5 multiplayer 4K at 120fps (thanks to Xbox Series X optimization) provides a smooth and visually stunning upgrade from its Xbox One predecessor. If you enjoy fast-paced, competitive multiplayer, you'll notice a big
difference to the Xbox One family. To enable 120fps, you can view your console's audio and visual settings, where you can choose from a variety of frame rate and resolution options. It's pretty simple, but it's worth noting that not all games can hit 120fps and at the time of writing there are only a handful that can, including the Falconeer and Gears 5
multiplayer – with Call of Duty Black Ops: Cold War, Halo Infinite Multiplayer and more, who will get support in the future. Auto HDR (Picture Credit: Rare)Like the Xbox One, Series X allows HDR to be calibrated for games. We recommend that you set this before playing games, as it ensures that the balance of contrast is pinpoint and gives you the best
possible nerd. For our test, we primarily had access to a selection of backward-compatible titles that are the best indicator of the Performance Improvement of the Xbox Series X compared to its last generation counterparts. With the above settings enabled, we found that the games immediately looked better on series X – which is not particularly surprising
since Microsoft has implemented native HDR for these titles. We'll go into detail about how this performance boost improves Xbox Series X Optimized titles below, but in short, playing backward-compatible titles on the Xbox One S and Series X versions side by side, we could clearly see the visual upgrade. Memory (image credit: TechRadar)The 1TB Custom
NVMe SSD of the Xbox Series X means 802 GB of usable storage, with 198 GB reserved for system files and the Xbox operating system. We were able to download 18 games of different sizes before we had to use the console's expandable memory. So this is a fair chunk to play through, but we recommend that you pick up the Seagate Storage Expansion
Card if you really want to take advantage of features like Quick Resume and the plethora of titles available through Xbox Game Pass. It is important to note that real next-generation titles are likely to take up more storage space once their optimizations are introduced. Together with our console, we were able to test seagate's 1TB expansion memory card for
the Xbox Series X. This is not cheap at 219.99 USD / 219.99 USD 359 € , but we found it extremely easy to use – when we found out that we ran out of memory, we simply slit the card into the back of the Xbox and accessed the extra terabyte. When the console detects that it is approaching its storage capacity, it asks if you want to install on the card instead,
also offers a fairly simple option to free up space by deleting games. If the expansion memory card is a bit expensive for your taste, you can always connect an external drive hard drive or SSD via the console's USB 3.1 port. It's worth noting, however, that they can only play Xbox One and backward-compatible games (with the SSD, which allows faster
loading times). You can save your Xbox Series X games to your external hard drive or SSD, but only one NVMe SSD can play Xbox Series X Optimized titles. Adding an external hard drive works the same way you do on Xbox One: you simply connect the storage to one of the system's USB ports, and the Xbox recognizes it. If the drive needs to be
formatted, a prompt appears asking you to do so. It's a plug-and-play solution that works exactly as you expect it to be. The good thing about Xbox Series X storage is that when you install (or uninstall) games, you can select specific parts of games to install, rather than the whole thing. For example, you can download Doom Eternals Multiplayer, but not the
campaign, or vice versa. We're excited to see how many games will support this type of installation functionality in the future, as it's a welcome feature and should help with storage management. Xbox Series X Controller (Image Credit: TechRadar)Feels familiar in hand, but subtly differentWorks on a range of devicesImproved tactile textures and refined
geometryNew 'Share' buttonThe Xbox Series X controller feels familiar in hand, but subtly different, with improved tactile textures and refined geometry for a more ergonomic and comfortable gaming experience. On the surface, the Xbox Series X controller doesn't look like a particularly drastic departure from its predecessor. It has a similar shape and
maintains the traditional button and trigger layout. However, on closer inspection, you begin to notice the subtle differences that Microsoft has implemented. First of all, the exterior of the gamepad now has a matte surface that is very close to the console design. While this certainly looks slim, it has drawbacks – the black controller that comes with the console
easily picks up abrasions and scrapes that are noticeable, and considering how many handy time controllers it is possible that you find it hard to keep your eyes in top condition for years to come. However, other color variants of the controller are available (you need to buy them separately), and some may be less prone to abrasions. However, this is a small
doubt, and overall we have found that the Xbox Series X controller resembles a premium controller, both Look and Feel. The redesigned pad now has a tactile texture on the triggers, handles and bumpers that we found the controller felt safer in our hands. While the controller is the same size as its predecessor, the bumpers and triggers have been
redesigned by a few this makes the gamepad feel less bulky. If you're someone with small hands, previous Xbox One controllers have felt pretty tanky, but this simple change improves comfort levels in subtle but palpable ways. (Photo credit: TechRadar) Perhaps the most notable changes to the controller are the addition of the Share button and the Hybrid D
pad. The Share button essentially serves as a capture button that allows you to easily take screenshots of your game – a single click takes a snapshot, while by default you hold down a 15-second video for longer recordings (you can adjust the video duration in the recording settings). This is much easier than on Xbox One, where you need to press the home
button and then X or Y, but we found it a bit fidgety to quickly take a screenshot – your experience may vary depending on how big your hands are. The Hybrid D-Pad, on the other hand, is designed to provide a middle ground between the Classic D-Pad of the Xbox One Controller and the xbox Elite Wireless Controller Series 2's adjustable, multi-faceted D-
Pad. What results is a kind of traditional D-pad that is placed over a disc. This, too, is a small but welcome change, and is designed to give more control and leverage over the D-Pad – and generally feel more comfortable. But there is a lot about the design of the controller that hasn't changed. It holds the 3.5mm audio jack and extension connector at the
bottom, its USB charging port and the pairing button at the top and its view, menu and Xbox buttons on the face. In addition to the cosmetic changes, the Xbox Series X Controller also brings improvements in functionality. We found that the controller is more responsive, which is probably due to the lower latency that Microsoft boasted (coupled with more
frame rate stability), while wirelessly connecting the gamepad via Bluetooth to a range of devices – including the Xbox One, an iPhone 11, and a Mac – was easy. The Series X controller runs again with AA batteries (regular or rechargeable), but if you want to avoid the hassle of constantly changing or charging batteries, then you can invest in a Play and
Charge Kit (a rechargeable battery that you can use to charge the controller while playing or between sessions), or connect your controller to the console via USB-C (although this will of course limit your freedom of movement). Xbox Series X Features (Image Credit: TechRadar)Quick is Pretty SeamlessGreat Backward Compatibility with Games and
Accessories4K UHD Blu-ray DriveDolby Atmos and DTS SupportMore Entertainment Apps Available Than BeforeSmart Delivery Makes It Easy to Jump Between ConsolesXbox App makes it easier to manage your console and access it at the other timeThe Xbox Series X has a number of useful features and meaningful lifetime improvements, while including
a Blu-ray drive and accessing entertainment apps means that the console can double as a home entertainment system. Fast CV (Picture credit: The Coalition)Perhaps the most welcome The features of the Xbox Series X are Quick Resume. The purpose of Quick Resume is to allow you to continue a game from a paused state pretty quickly. So you can jump
back into the game within seconds, where you stopped playing as if you never stopped playing without having to sit through loading screens again. Not only that, but you can jump between several games that have been abandoned in this suspended state in no time. We found that we could seamlessly sum between gameplay in seconds, as long as the
games you're jumping between have been started before. We were able to jump from a wooden yard as Alan Wake to Alyson Ronan in Dontnod's Tell Me Why within 11.4 seconds by pressing the Xbox button on the controller and selecting the game from the sidebar. This is from gameplay to gameplay - no loading screens. If we wanted to access Tell Me
Why from the Xbox dashboard home screen selected as the current game, the time from dashboard to gameplay was 2.7 seconds. Microsoft hasn't said if there's a limit on the number of titles you can have in a paused state at once, but we found that more than four would take a toll on the computer. And we found that when we stacked more than four games
in a suspended state, some required a full start again, with the console closing the first game. Online multiplayer games work a bit differently from the other titles. It would not be possible to allow players to interrupt during the online game, or we would only have a number of AFK players on the servers. So if you're in the middle of the game in Sea of Thieves
and then decide to jump into another game, you'll be removed from the game – but you can remove Quick Resume from the title screen. Reverse compatibility (Image Credit: Remedy Entertainment)Another of the best features of the Xbox Series X is the breadth of its backward compatibility. There are well over 1,000 backwardcompatible titles available,
which means that you are hard to watch an older game that you have that is not supported on the series X.As mentioned earlier, we found these titles loaded faster and simply played better; Improved stability means fewer frame rate drops, which makes older games more beautiful to play, even if they are otherwise a little outdated, which is the standards of
modern blockbusters. This backwards compatibility also extends to Xbox accessories. We found that we can easily connect the original Xbox Wireless Controller and Xbox Elite Wireless Controller Series 2 to the Xbox Series X, and we were also able to connect our headsets. Any officially licensed Xbox One accessory that is wireless or connected to a wired
USB connection should work on Xbox Series X. However, it is worth noting that optical port connections are not supported, although some of these products may work with a firmware update. Smart Delivery (image credit: Ubisoft)Xbox Smart Delivery is designed to enable players to have access to the best possible version of an Xbox game, regardless of
which console they play on. Essentially, it's a bit like forward compatibility and backward compatibility combined. We found that we could access the games we could access on Xbox Series X on Xbox Series X on Xbox One S without any problems and without purchasing two versions of the same title. For example, we could play The Falconeer on Xbox
Series X – with its optimizations – then jump on to xbox One S and continue playing the game there, only without the series X optimizations. Data is stored between consoles so that we can easily jump between playing on both. Likewise, our Xbox One games were easily accessible on Xbox Series X, and upgrades are immediately available to those who
currently have Series X optimizations, such as Gears Tactics and Gears 5. (Picture credit: Netflix) Series X also offers a range of multimedia features. On the one hand, the console has a built-in 4K Blu-ray player that is easy to use. They also have access to a number of streaming services: there are Netflix, Amazon Prime Video, Disney Plus and others
available on existing Xbox One consoles, as well as some that are new to the platform, including Apple TV and region-specific apps like Hulu in the US and Sky Go in the UK. All of this can take advantage of the console's 4K UHD features, although some require a decent Internet connection. Although all the most popular entertainment apps are available,
we've found that there are still some (more regional apps) that we would have access to, such as ITV Hub and All 4 in the UK. However, Microsoft has promised that more apps will be available at launch, so we may see them added. Dolby Vision support (image credit: The Coaliton)Microsoft is also the only next-generation console manufacturer that supports
Dolby Vision, a more sophisticated HDR format that delivers superior contrast and superior color accuracy. In terms of content, you can watch shows and movies in Dolby Vision with Netflix (if you turn off for the Premium subscription level) or via a Dolby Vision 4K Blu-ray, or watch them in games like Ori and the Will of the Wisps or Gears 5. The advantage
that Dolby Vision has over the HDR10 standard is that it supports 12-bit colors, so the console can display more than 68.7 billion colors, far more than the 10-bit HDR format could show. Of course, it ultimately depends on your TV, which also needs to support Dolby Vision, although that's synonymous with the course. DTS and Dolby Atmos support (image
credit: Playground Games)While the default headphone setting for Xbox Series X is Windows Sonic, as on Xbox One The Xbox Series X also supports Dolby Atmos and DTS Headphones: X-Sound, although you'll need to purchase a separate license for each. Windows Sonic is fine for those who don't have too much about their audio, but Dolby Atmos and
DTS provide a fuller spatial sound experience, which means, for example, that you can get from a exactly where they are in relation to you. If you're someone who plays a lot of online multiplayer, then it might be worth choosing one of these, especially since you don't need a specific headset to work – even though you need a compatible soundbar for Dolby
Atmos. It's also worth noting that they only work with games that support Dolby Atmos or DTS Sound, which like Gears 5, Forza Horizon 4 and Rise of the Tomb Raider.Xbox App (Credit: Microsoft)The new Xbox app for iOS and Android is an updated version of the companion app that gives you more control than before, so you can manage the storage
specifically from your Xbox consoles. , Voice chat with friends on Xbox or PC and easily share clips and screenshots of games and give easy access to remote playback. You can even use the app as a remote control for your console, which is very convenient for multimedia services. Overall, we found that the companion app made it easier than ever to
access and manage our Xboxes on the go. Xbox Game Library (Picture good: Shin'en Multimedia)Launch Title Lineup is a little disappointingCombined with Xbox Game Pass, offers plenty to playPlenty of backward-compatible games to playThe Xbox Series X launch library is perhaps what the new console leaves the most. For starters, there are only a
handful of new big-name games that land on the console at launch – Assassin's Creed Valhalla, Watch Dogs: Legion, Dirt 5 and Yakuza: like a dragon, none of which are exclusive, although Yakuza won't be on PS5 until next year. In fact, every Xbox Series X launch game is already available (or will be available) on Xbox One – and many will also appear on
PS5. The launch titles that are Xbox exclusives, such as Gears 5, Forza Horizon 4 and Ori and the Will of the Wisps, are all optimized versions of Xbox One titles. During our review period, we had access to both backward-compatible Xbox titles and a handful of next-gen games optimized for Xbox Series X. Optimizations for some of the third-party titles we
had access to, such as Watch Dogs: Legion, hadnot been introduced at the time of writing – optimization patches for many of these titles, including Watch Dogs: Legion, are scheduled to launch the Xbox Series X on November 10. We found that while we enjoyed new games like Yakuza and were impressed by the tweaks for Gears 5 and Gears Tactics,
there were no games that really blew us out of the water and made us feel like the Xbox Series X was going to be a day-to-day purchase. You can check the full Xbox Series X launch setup here. It's a bit of a disappointing selection that would have been somewhat amplified by Halo Infinite, which has now been postponed until 2021 We hope that Microsoft
will be padding the xbox of Xbox Series X games in the near future – but it's not a particularly strong start. Xbox Game Pass (Picture credit: Microsoft)The saving grace, in terms of games is that Xbox Series X players have access to thousands of backward-compatible games at launch, so you have many older games to play. If you're picking up an Xbox
Series X at startup, we strongly recommend that you purchase an Xbox Game Pass Ultimate subscription to strengthen your library. As mentioned earlier, Xbox Game Pass Ultimate means you get access to hundreds of Xbox One games, including first-class Xbox games on the first day. In terms of money savings, if you pair your Game Pass subscription
with your new console, you don't need to turn on for brand new games unless they're not included in Game Pass. Xbox Series X Optimized GamesXbox Series X Optimized Games X Optimized games should have an icon in your game library indicating that they are optimized, but this icon was not displayed in our library during the review period, making it
difficult to see which games were optimized. A handful of Xbox One games have been optimized for Xbox Series X. These titles have been updated or built with a view to the Xbox Series X to take advantage of the console's performance – and boy, they show it. We tested some optimized titles, including Gears 5, Yakuza: Like a Dragon, The Falconeer and
Dirt 5, and found that these games had minimal loading times, improved stability, and significantly improved graphics. Gears 5 on Xbox Series X, for example, offers ray tracing and 4K at 60 fps, making campaign mode look better than ever and load faster. It's instantly more immersive, thanks to stable hereditistic image rates and a lack of loading screens.
The difference is even more pronounced in Gear's 5 multiplayer, which allows for 4K at 120fps, resulting in buttery smooth performance that feels much more responsive – and which is crucial in online multiplayer. With Dolby Atmo's support, the game is a brilliant showcase for the unfilled performance of Xbox Series X. Should you buy the Xbox Series X?
(Picture credit: Future) Buy it if... You want minimum loading times and smoother gameplay The Xbox Series X's super-fast SSD dramatically reduces game load times—both old and new—while the custom RDNA 2 GPU enables 4K/60fps gameplay (and supports up to 120 fps). So if you're tired of having to compromise when it comes to frame rates vs.
visual fidelity, you'll be glad to know that you can have both here. You want a great audiovisual multimedia experience An integrated 4K Blu-ray player, access to a wealth of streaming services and support for Dolby Atmos and Dolby Vision make the Xbox Series X ideal for those who use their console as a home entertainment system and want strong
audiovisual specifications. You want to Access your older Xbox games and accessories The Xbox Series X is backwards compatible with three generations of Xbox games, which means you don't have to worry about accessing your older titles on your new hardware. There are more than 1,000 backward-compatible backwardcompatible and many Xbox One
accessories will be backwards compatible from launch. In addition, Smart Delivery means you can easily jump between your old and new consoles. You want more control over your storage With the ability to manage which parts of games you want to install, either from the console itself or the Xbox app, it's never been easier to manage your console storage.
In addition, although the Seagate memory card is expensive, it makes expandable storage quick and hassle-free. (Picture credit: Future) Don't buy it if... You want an exciting launch library The Xbox Series X launch library leaves something to be desired– it consists primarily of optimized versions of Xbox One games and titles available on other platforms.
We expect the library to grow over time, but don't expect to be thrilled from the start. You don't plan to buy at least one 4K TV, while the Xbox Series X offers reduced charging times and many quality of life features, without at least one 4K TV, you won't get the most out of the console's visual upgrades —you don't get these 4K graphics, and without an HDMI
2.1 compatible display, you won't have access to 120 fps. You're expecting a complete revision of the next-generation UI The Xbox Series X interface isn't much different from its predecessor, so apart from dynamic backgrounds and improved speed, you don't expect much difference from the Xbox One. We'll send you pre-order details and the best Xbox
Series X deals as they become available. Send me details about other relevant products from Techradar and other Future brands. Send me details about other relevant third-party products. No spam, we promise. You can unsubscribe at any time and we will never share your information without your permission. Not sold on Microsoft? Buy PS5 PS5 here
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